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Abstract—In this paper, an AC superconducting multi-phase
symmetric-winding machine is designed for a wind power gen-
erator to improve its performance and reduce losses, where
four handpicked topological designs were explored and com-
pared. In particular, it is found that using high-phase order
of unique phasors further improves the performance. The iron
losses are reduced, and the rippling behavior is lowered due
to the smoother airgap magnetic flux density. Furthermore, a
higher least-common-multiple (LCM) is achieved due to a better
slot-pole combination for fractional-slot concentrated windings
without having space sub-harmonics. Nonetheless, it is shown that
creating a smooth airgap magnetic flux density does not improve
the AC hysteretic superconducting losses; thus, further research
is needed using additional approaches. Moreover, it is found that
the Meisner effect is present in the machine and is inversely
proportional to the AC hysteretic superconducting losses. Finally,
the work shows that a 13-phase AC-superconducting machine can
achieve a theoretical limit approaching 101.70Nm/kg for the
torque-to-weight ratio, outperforming classic winding layouts.

Index Terms—AC losses, fractional-slot concentrated windings,
harmonics, iron losses, multi-phase symmetric windings, super-
conducting coils.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, the electric sector is changing rapidly to-
wards a more sustainable energy supply. In particular,

the growth of offshore wind power generation has been driven
towards bigger wind turbines. Thus, the challenge to create
more compact and lightweight structures and machines have
become a necessity for the industry.

One of the technologies that have been investigated to create
compact generators in recent years is electrical machines
(EMs) made with superconductors. Recently three projects
have been developed to prove the feasibility of DC-based
superconducting machines (SCMs), i.e., a superconducting
field winding to enhance the magnetic loading of the machine.
Those include INNWIND [1], Suprapower [2], and EcoSwing
[3]. The latter has been successfully proved with a technology
readiness level (TRL) equal to 7, achieving an airgap shear
stress that doubles compared to a conventional permanent
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Fig. 1. Illustration of wind generator’s machine geometry considered in the
paper with slots designed according to cryostat requirements.

magnet generator (PMG) and a weight reduction of up to 24%.
In addition, promising results have been reported emphasizing
the reliability and robustness of the generator design [4]–[7].

Further development of fully-superconducting solutions has
been achieved for low-speed machines, in which the low
frequencies cause the AC losses to decrease. Moreover, it
is shown that one strategy to minimize total AC loss is by
increasing the airgap flux density as a result of reducing the
armature current needs, which also provides a safety margin to
avoid quenching [8]. However, fully-superconducting genera-
tors require a rotating cryostat, making them more challenging
to manufacture.

Permanent magnet (PM) excited AC-superconducting wind
power generators do not have moving cryostat. However,
the main issue is the demagnetization of the PMs, which is
strongly related to the interaction with the stator slot design.
It is also influenced by the PM dimensions and the current
applied through the superconducting (SC) coils, which is the
source of the magnetomotive force (MMF) for demagnetiza-
tion. In order to avoid the demagnetization of the PMs, the
MMF produced by the SC coil has to be restricted. Moreover,
the airgap flux density is targeted to be Bδ ≥ 0.25 T [9]. It has
also been proved that an iron-cored, both stator and rotor, has
better output torque capability and higher efficiency, compared
to an iron-cored rotor air-cored stator [9]. In addition, slotted
machines give better support to the coils, higher main flux and
save SC material. Fig. 1 depicts an example topology, which
will be further explored herein.
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Another remarkable technology to further improve the per-
formance and compactness of superconducting EMs is multi-
phase electrical machines (MEMs), which have been slightly
assessed in prior studies. Nonetheless, the primary research
focus has been on asymmetric windings, which have multiple
sets of m-phase windings, letting aside the symmetric windings
of high-phase orders. The main difference in having symmetric
windings is that they are electromagnetically coupled with all
the phases. In contrast, multiple asymmetrical sets of windings
are magnetically coupled and electrically isolated in [10]. Fur-
thermore, related to power electronics, symmetric multi-phase
windings require control of only one electrical system, while
asymmetric ones must control multiple electrical systems. The
most common multi-phase control systems investigated are the
prime-phase order topologies, e.g., 5-phase, 7-phase, and 11-
phase windings. It is claimed that by adding more phases,
the degrees of freedom in the control increases, e.g., for a 5-
phase winding layout, a third harmonic in the dq-system can
be controlled (d3 and q3) [11]–[20]. The power electronics
scheme and control is not part of the scope of this paper, but
there is supplementary information to the work carried out in
this paper [21]. A higher number of phases can produce a more
sinusoidal magnetic field than a machine with fewer phases,
even if it has a similar number of slots. Moreover, ”saturation
harmonics”, that travels at the same speed as the working
harmonic, contributes to extra torque due to the airgap’s flux
distribution being flattened, avoiding the iron saturation and
achieving a wider operational range. In summary, a MEM
topology improves the torque density, decreases the cogging
torque, lowers the ripple, reduces the rotor losses, and is more
fault-tolerant [22]–[25].

This paper performs an investigation into AC-
superconducting multi-phase symmetric-winding topologies
for wind power generators with PM rotors to achieve
compactness and feasibility. The usage of PM machines
contributes to two utmost questions. 1) The performance
of multi-phase superconducting PM machines; and 2) he
analysis of the effects of the multi-phase system’s smoother
magnetic flux density into the AC armature superconducting
coils. In addition, the demagnetization analysis should be
covered in a future research effort. Our in-depth study is
provided in the finite element analysis (FEA) environment,
where the A-formulation is used [26] because it is already
built in the COMSOL’s physics. In future research, T- and
H-formulations could be employed for deeper analysis [27].

The present paper is divided into the following six sec-
tions. Section II discusses the multiphase winding layouts and
the design theory of high-phase order symmetric windings.
Moreover, four windings layouts are taken as case designs
and compared to assess the multiphase windings. Section III
addresses the SCMs, their theory, and their superconductivity
behaviour’s formulation. In Section IV, the main analysis and
the results are presented. Finally, section V provides critical
discussions on the validity of the results before the paper is
concluded in Section VI.

II. MULTIPHASE WINDING LAYOUTS

A double-layer fractional-slot concentrated-winding (DL-
FSCW) has been conveniently selected to reduce the use
of SC material, while this winding topology also makes it
easier to make a fair comparison of the various multiphase
layouts. This is because an integer-slot winding layout requires
different arrangements of poles. Hence, different topologies
are needed to make the comparison, as presented in [21].
The larger the number of phases, the smaller the number of
poles, which means lower electrical frequencies and more SC
material. It is also worth mentioning that a stator with many
slots is not possible because of the bending constraints of
the SC armature coils, which further makes a case for the
chosen DL-FSCW. For the winding layout design of m-phase
fractional slot windings, it is essential to comply with specific
conditions. First, quantity qs, which is the number of slots per
pole and phase, has to be reduced so that it’s numerator and
the denominator are the smallest possible integers, given by

qs =
Qs
pm

=
z

b
, (1)

where Qs is the total number of slots, p is the number of
poles, and m is the number of phases.

A. Symmetry conditions

The three following conditions must be fulfilled to comply
with a symmetrical winding for the DL-FSCW.

1) First symmetry condition: For double-layer windings,
the first symmetry condition requires as follows.

Qs
m

= pqs = p
z

b
,

p

b
∈ N (2)

2) Second symmetry condition: This condition is related to
the divider t of Qs and p. Which, in the end, can be written
simply in the form; b and m cannot have a common divider,
yielding

b

m
/∈ N. (3)

3) Third symmetry condition: For instance, a 24-phase
winding, with Qs = 48 and p = 40, it follows that qs = 1/20
is obtained, complying with the first and second symmetry
condition. However, it does not generate 24 symmetric phases.
Thus, the third condition for symmetry is proposed as follows.

Q′s
m
∈ N (4)

This condition states that the slots per phase in a base
winding shall be an integer number to achieve a multiphase
winding. The base winding is the smallest independent sym-
metrical section of a winding. Therefore, when a winding
consists of several base windings, it is possible to connect
these base windings in series and in parallel to form a complete
winding. The current and voltage of each base winding are due
to geometrical reasons always the same in terms of phase and
magnitude [28]. The number of slots of a base winding is
calculated from

Q′s =
Qs
t

=
Qs

GCD(Qs, p/2)
, (5)
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Fig. 2. Base winding topologies of different multiphase configurations. (a) 3-phase. (b) 12-phase (dual 6-phase). (c) 13-phase. (d) 24-phase (dual 12-phase).

where t is the number of independent winding sections. For
instance, if a 9-phase machine wants to be constructed with
a Qs = 48 and p = 40, it is impossible because the number
of slots per phase is fractional. Thus, a stator in which Qs
is not multiple of m, cannot be constructed. Hence, a slot-
pole combination of Qs = 45 and p = 40 will have one slot
per phase, which gives a well designed multiphase machine.
Furthermore, t is used to calculate the number of poles for a
base winding, yielding

p′ =
p

t
(6)

B. Multiphase Winding Design

The reference machine considered in this paper, is taken
from Dong Liu et al. [29], [30], to size the geometry accord-
ingly for 15 MW. The generator has 48 slots and 40 poles.
Using eqs. (5) and (6), the base winding for the reference
three-phase machine is 12 slots, 10 poles, and t = 4, which is
a quarter of the geometry. The multi-phase winding layouts are
designed based upon the claim that more phases create extra
torque contribution due to the flattened MMF [25]. Therefore,
the multi-phase winding layouts are selected as follows.

1) 12-phase winding layout: This work aimed to perform
a more straightforward comparison between topologies by
having the same base winding as the three-phase winding
layout, depicted in Fig. 2-(a). Therefore, by adopting the
design philosophy of adding more phases to enhance the
torque, it is found that the highest possible number of phases
according to (4) is m = 12. Thus, a 12-phase winding layout is
selected. Both winding layouts are shown in Fig. 2, subfigures
(a) and (b). Thanks to having the same base winding, the
comparison between them is more unambiguous, meaning that
the only difference between the two geometries is how the
coils are connected. Moreover, it is essential to notice that the
topological layout has 12 coils as a symmetric winding design.
However, the winding layout has only six unique phasors,
resulting in a dual-six-phase machine, with redundant phases,
yielding possibility for a fault-tolerant drive system design.

2) 24-phase winding layout: Following the emphasis on
more phases to be equal to additional torque, a 24-phase
winding is handpicked and designed to be compared with the
findings of the 12-phase machine. Moreover, it also endorses
the benefits of having double the number of phases with
respect to the 12-phase machine. However, the symmetry
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conditions do not comply if the geometry is kept unchanged.
Thus, it is not possible to have the same base winding as
a 12-phase and 3-phase machine according to (4), where
Q′s/m = 12/24 = 1/2 /∈ N. Therefore, a new base winding
was constructed. The design philosophy, in this case, was
to increase the number of poles from p = 40 to p = 44,
obtained from eqs. (5) and (6). The base winding then
becomes Q′s = 24 and p′ = 22, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2-(d). Then, the third symmetry condition complies
with Q′s/m = 24/24 = 1 ∈ N. Nonetheless, the 24-phase
symmetric winding layout has twelve unique phasors, resulting
in a dual-twelve-phase machine, with even higher redundancy
and more fault-tolerant design possibilities compared to the
12-phase machine.

3) 13-phase winding layout: Lastly, the researchers use
another design philosophy of solely increasing the unique
phasors as an objective. It was selected to show that it is
the most intelligent way to design a symmetric multi-phase
winding. Up to this point, the 24-phase machine had the
highest number of unique phasors, equal to 12. However, by
this design philosophy, it achieves a higher unique number
of phasors, i.e., 13 unique phasors when a 13-phase winding
layout is constructed. The slots and poles numbers are changed
to Qs = 52 and p = 48 respectively, to comply with the
symmetry conditions, where Q′s/m = 13/13 = 1 ∈ N. The
13-phase winding layout is depicted in Fig. 2-(c).

C. Considerations on Alternative Multi-Phase Windings
The design philosophy’s objective was to achieve the highest

number of unique phasors while maintaining the minimum
number of independent coils. The DL-FSCWs tend to make
the third symmetry condition equal to 1. For instance, a 15-
phase machine, with a similar geometry, will have Qs = 45,
p = 48 and t = 3, and a third symmetry condition equal to
1. Nonetheless, the maximum number of phases will depend
on the physical constraints, e.g., stator’s size, cooling system,
and superconducting coils bending limits. For example, if the
number of slots and poles is considered to be between 40 and
60, for a 15 MW slotted AC superconducting PM generator
is physically feasible. The highest feasible unique number of
phasors is 29, i.e., a prime number. Therefore, theoretically,
a 29-phase machine with Qs = 58 will have various slot-
pole combinations that comply with the symmetry conditions.
In theory, a 29-phase machine, with ripple reduction as the
objective function, will be Qs = 58, p = 60, t = 2,
LCM = 1740 and f = 3.78 Hz. The base winding layout
is half the geometry, with a working space harmonic of 15th
order. Moreover, each power electronic module will be 518
kW to carry the power per phase. The controlling variables
are embedded in a 29×29 square-matrix, where the controlled
harmonics can be up to the 27th order according to [21].
More investigation into the design philosophy of multi-phase
windings is needed, especially for double-layer fractional slot
concentrated windings.

III. SUPERCONDUCTING COIL

A superconductor’s main characteristic properties are its
high conductivity and the expelling of the magnetic field

TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS FOR EQS. (7)-(9) REPRESENTING THE

SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE

Symbol Quantity Value
σc critical conductivity 4.38× 1012 S/m
Ec critical electric field 1× 10−4 V/m
Jc critical engineering current density 438.44A/mm2

n exponent factor1 25
1 The exponent factor is handpicked to be in between MgB2 and

REBCO typical values [33], [34].

fluxes from the core material. These originate a zero DC
resistance under specific conditions of 1) the temperature, 2)
the critical current, 3) the magnetic field inside the material,
and 4) its pressure. The latter property is particularly essential
for room temperature superconductivity [31], while the others
are important for low and high-temperature superconductivity
(4− 77 K).

The first three parameters presented in Table I must be
within the critical range to avoid quenching of the super-
conductivity. The critical values depend on the SC material
characteristics and the fabrication process. For use in EMs,
the superconducting AC losses have to be reduced to obtain
a good performance of the generator or motor. In particular,
MgB2 is a good candidate due to low AC losses, and low price
[32], [33]. However, this wire is produced with a cylindrical
shape, which means that the magnetic field fluxes are isotropic
around the whole material, yet this is true for one wire. For
EM applications, the coils are constructed with several wires
in which the penetration of magnetic field fluxes depends on
the arrangements of the wire in the coil. Thus, the losses will
depend on these topological arrangements. A high-temperature
rectangular bulk superconductor wire is considered for model
simplicity and computability purposes.

A typical superconductor wire is constructed with four
layers arranged according to the geometry to improve stability,
strength, and insulation, as shown in Fig. 4. Having these
layers, four types of losses take place in the wire, e.g., 1) eddy
current losses due to conducting layers; 2) coupling losses
along with the metal layer between SC material filaments;
3) ferromagnetic losses that are the hysteresis losses of the
metal itself; 4) C hysteresis losses due to varying fields. For
the present paper, only the latter is considered. Moreover, we
assumed the SC coil’s operation temperature to be 65 K.

The E-J power-law is used to formulate the supercon-
ductor’s conductivity to properly model its interaction with
the magnetic vector potential formulation in the COMSOL
finite element analysis (FEA) environment (rotating magnetic
machinery module). Moreover, in order to account for the non-
bounder origin [35], [36], the following consideration is made.

Jc = σcEc (7)

|E| = Ec

(
|J|
Jc

)n
(8)

σ(|E|) = σc

∣∣∣∣ |E| − EcEc

∣∣∣∣1/n−1 (9)

The parameters used in eqs. (7)-(9) are given in Table I.
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In order to calculate the AC losses (PAC), the SC material is
assumed to be the entire geometry of the coil. The local current
density variable J is computed as the engineering current
density to account for the percentage of superconducting
material in the whole wire. Thus, the losses are determined
only by hysteresis behaviour by the following expression.

PAC =
1

T

∫ t0+T

t0

[∫∫
S

J ·E dS
]
dt, (10)

The integration is taken over the conductor’s cross-sectional
area. To account for the transient phenomena, due to the
bounded origin condition, the t0 for the integration of (10)
is postponed to the steady-state condition is reached. An
existing superconductor model from [37]–[39] is used as
reference geometry for this paper. The width and height are
increased to be more manageable and achieve a higher critical
current as shown in Fig. 4. The coil is modelled as a bulk
superconductive surface with an engineering current density
Je (bulk SC engineering approach). The coil’s geometry with
its 15 turns (ncoil) is depicted in Fig. 4, where four parallel
wires are incorporated in the total area of one turn to handle
the rated current. With this new geometry, the following values
are shown in Table II. All the machine’s configurations are
designed and simulated with 15 turns per coil and 4500 A as
nominal current. The armature’s coils are modelled radially
aligned to construct the superconductor’s racetrack easier.

The B-field’s dependency on the critical current is not
explicitly modeled in the E-J power law. Nonetheless, Fig. 3
shows the operation point at the constant engineering current
density is at a load factor of ∼ 65%, according to load
lines for the EUBCO Jc − B characteristics. Also, a curve
fitting is performed with the Kim model, i.e., (11), obtaining
Jc0 = 1219 A/mm2 and B0 = 1.46 T.

Jc =
Jc0

1 + |Bn|
B0

(11)

Therefore, the machines are operating within safe margins.
Furthermore, Appendix B shows each topology’s maximal
and average applied perpendicular magnetic flux densities
over time. The coefficients obtained could also be used to
scale down the n-factor with respect to the magnetic field to
make the modeling more accurate in high-field regions, were
n = nc0

1+
|Bn|
B0

. However, more material data would be needed to

make this type of modeling accurate, which could take more
extreme magnetic field effects into account as well, especially
in the edge regions of the SC coils.

IV. TOPOLOGICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The topologies are simulated with the specifications shown
in Tables III, IV and V, with a machine geometry already
depicted in Fig. 1 above. For a surface-mounted PM machine,
the torque is as follows.

τ =
m

4
· p ·Ψm · iq (12)

P =
2

p
· ω · τ (13)

J = 438.44 [A/mm ]e,c
2

Perpendicular magnetic flux density (B ) [T]n
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J
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Mean working point ≈ 0.45 [T]
High working point ≈ 1.97 [T]
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12-ph load line w/ load fac. ≈ 65%
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Mean load line w/ load fac. ≈ 41%

Fig. 3. Jc−Bn Characteristic of EUBCO superconductor at 65K. Material
data adopted from [37] and curve fit expression taken from [40], with
coefficient B0 = 1.465T and Jc0 = 1219A/mm2. The operation point
and maximal operation point are obtained from Appendix B.

TABLE II
KEY GEOMETRICAL QUANTITIES AND ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE

Symbol Quantity Value
hsc height of turn 20.00mm
wsc width of turn 0.80mm
Asc cross-sectional area of turn 16.00mm2

wcoil coil width 12.00mm
Is strand critical current 219.22A
cs no. of parallel strands 8
Ic wire critical current 1753.76A
Iw wire current 1125.00A
iw normalised transport current (Iw/Ic) 0.64
cw no. of parallel wires1 4
1 The number of parallel wires required to avoid superconducting

quenching.

TABLE III
RATED SPECIFICATION OF THE

HANDPICKED WIND POWER GENERATOR

Symbol Description Value
P electrical power1 15.00MW

U terminal voltage (rms) 3300/
√
3 V

I phase current (rms) 4500/
√
2 A

S apparent power 18.19MVA
cos(ϕ) power factor 0.825
n mechanical speed2 72.19 r/min
τ mechanical torque 18.95MNm
Je Engineering current density 281.25A/mm2

1 A 15 MW machine is chosen because it is the biggest wind
turbine reference model by the International Energy Agency
(IEA) [41].

2 The mechanical speed is obtained from the reference model.

Here, Ψm is the flux linkage of the magnet in the d-axis di-
rection, and iq is the current magnitude aligned in the q-axis. A
maximum torque per ampere approach is targeted by aligning
the current with the back-EMF voltage (i.e., q-current). This
optimal angle is tracked to provide the basis for performing the
dq0-transformation in the COMSOL Multiphysics numerical
environment. The power factor and the reactance per unit are
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Fig. 4. a) SC coils tangentially arranged inside machine’s slots, b) SC coil
with its 15 turns, modelled as a bulk superconductive surface (Ir =4500A),
c) A resized SC wire that represent a quarter of one turn (Ic =1753.60A),
and d) SC real strand with its 4 layers for stability, strength and insulation
(Is =219.22A).

TABLE IV
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE

HANDPICKED WIND POWER GENERATOR

Symbol Description Value
Dδ airgap bore diameter 6693.80mm
la machine’s active length 1506.10mm
Br remanent magnet flux density 1.47 T
lm magnet’s height 80mm
αm magnet’s coverage ratio 0.80
Ncoil number of turns per coil1 15
wcryo Cryostat’s width 100mm
hcryo Cryostat’s height 92mm
1 The number of turns is obtained using the design equations.

[42]

TABLE V
INVESTIGATED WINDING DESIGNS

FOR THE WIND POWER GENERATOR

Symbol Description #3ph #12ph #13ph #24ph
m no. of phases 3 12 13 24
p no. of poles 40 40 48 44
Qs no. of slots 48 48 52 48
t no. windings sections 4 4 4 2
qs slots per pole & phase 2/5 1/10 1/12 1/22
Nph no. of turns per phase 240 60 60 30
kwdg Winding factor 0.9330 0.9659 0.9927 0.9914
LCM LCM(Qs, p)1 240 240 624 528
1 The least common multiple between the number of slots and poles gives the

cogging torque’s empirical ”goodness” value. The higher, the better. [43]
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Fig. 5. Phasor diagram for m-phases with the current aligned in the q-axis.

calculated using the dq-transformed voltages.
Further, to determine the iron losses, the CAL2 method is

employed [44]. For this approach, the α coefficient of the
hysteresis loss density is set to 2, where the eddy current
coefficient is replaced by a dynamic coefficient and the anoma-
lous losses are not present due to the accuracy of the power
coefficient of 1.5, whilst the hysteresis coefficient is kept as the
Bertotti’s model. The CAL2 method is expressed as follows:

pCAL2 = Kh(f,B) · B̂2f +Kd(f,B) · B̂2f2 (14)

According to [45], the third-order polynomial to fit Kh and
Kd for a low-frequency range machine (e.g. < 400Hz) can
be assumed to vary only in terms of the magnetic flux density
B̂. Thus the third-order polynomial curve fit for this work is
described, yielding:

Kh(B̂) = kh0 + kh1B̂ + kh2B̂
2 + kh3B̂

3,

Kd(B̂) = kd0 + kd1B̂ + kd2B̂
2 + kd3B̂

3,
(15)

where khj and kdj , for j = 0, 1, 2, 3, are constant to be
determined by the curve fit. The constants are calculated by
inserting these expressions into (14) and using the specific
loss data for the iron core material in a curve-fitting tool. This
is provided in Fig. 15 in the appendix. In order to compute
the losses of the machine, the calculation has to be done in
the time domain by time-stepping computations using FEA.
In [46], the calculation of the loss density components are
formulated as follows:

ph =
1

πT

∫ T

0

Kh(f1, B̂) ·B(t) ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]
· dt

pd =
1

2π2T

∫ T

0

Kd(f1, B̂) ·
[
dB(t)

dt

]2
· dt

(16)
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TABLE VI
OBTAINED MEAN ELECTRICAL POWER OVER TIME

Topology FEA Analytical1 Deviation (%)
3ph machine 15.19MW 15.94MW +4.72%

12ph machine 15.79MW 16.37MW +3.58%
24ph machine 16.58MW 17.45MW +4.99%
13ph machine 17.41MW 18.35MW +5.13%
1 Calculated from (13) and the values obtained of the flux linkage

from table VII.

Furthermore, to compute the total component losses, volumet-
ric integration is conducted, yielding:

Ph = ρlaNsector

∫∫
S

ph dS,

Pd = ρlaNsector

∫∫
S

pd dS,

(17)

Where ρ is the density of the material, la is the active length
of the machine, Nsector is the number of segments or sectors
in which the entire machine is divided to be simulated in
COMSOL, and S is the total integration area of the iron core
of the machine.

A. Power, Shear Stress and Power Factor Analysis

The machine’s power generation performance comparison
is provided in Fig. 7. The rippling behaviour is even further
reduced for the 13-phase machine than the 24-phase machine
due to the unique phasors. Furthermore, fluctuating behaviour
is observed in Arkkio’s method used power calculation via the
electrical torque. This action is due to the Meisner Effect of
the superconducting armature coils, which is better highlighted
in Fig. 6. Further, it shows that the 13-phase machine has the
lowest average airgap magnetic flux density generated by the
PMs, expecting the lowest power factor among all topologies.
On the other hand, the output power for the 13-phase machine
is increased because of the higher electrical frequency due to
the 48 poles, as shown in Tables VI and VII.
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Fig. 6. Airgap magnetic flux density behaviour over time calculated inside
the Arkkio’s band.

According to Pyrhönen [28], the conventional shear stress
for air-cooled machines is around 59.5 kPa, so at least to
double that, the shear stress of an SCM should be around
120 kPa. For the present work, the calculated shear stresses

TABLE VII
OBTAINED FLUX LINKAGE AND RATED FREQUENCY

Topology Flux linkage (FEA) Electrical frequency
3ph machine 149.147Wb 2.520Hz

12ph machine 38.297Wb 2.520Hz
24ph machine 18.559Wb 2.772Hz
13ph machine 33.026Wb 3.024Hz

TABLE IX
OBTAINED POWER FACTOR AND MACHINE REACTANCE

Topology Power factor1(pf ) Reactance2(x) Reactance3(x)
3ph machine 0.73 0.68pu 0.66pu

12ph machine 0.73 0.68pu 0.68pu
24ph machine 0.72 0.69pu 0.74pu
13ph machine 0.71 0.71pu 0.73pu
1 Calculated with the dq voltages as follows: Vq/

√
V 2
d
+V 2

q

2 Calculated with the power factor as follows:
√

1− pf2
3 Calculated with the terminal voltage, Back-EMF and rated current as

follows:
√
V 2
t −E

2
0/Irated

surpass this criterion. In Table VIII, the shear stress values are
presented, proven to be at least three times classical machines.

TABLE VIII
OBTAINED SHEAR STRESS FOR THE STUDIED SCM TOPOLOGIES

Topology Shear stress Increase
3ph machine 182.32 kPa 0.00%

12ph machine 189.47 kPa +3.92%
24ph machine 199.12 kPa +9.21%
13ph machine 209.04 kPa +14.66%

Increasing the number of phases enhances the output power
and further reduces rippling behaviour. For the 12-phase
winding layout, the output power, compared to the 3-phase,
is enhanced even though they share the same geometry and
slot-pole combination. For the 24-phase and 13-phase winding
layouts, the output power is further increased due to the
increase of poles, which means higher electrical frequency.

Moreover, the cogging torque is further reduced with a mul-
tiphase fractional winding layout because the LCM is further
increased. For the 3-phase and 12-phase winding layouts, the
LCM is 240. For the 24-phase and 13-phase windings layouts,
the LCMs are 528 and 624, respectively. Hence, the slot-pole
combination can be further improved with multiphase FSCW
whilst achieving a good winding layout design.

The power factor and reactance per unit are calculated
for each model, as is shown in Table IX. Compared to the
reference machine, the power factor is enhanced due to the
higher remanent flux density used in the magnets. On the
other hand, the power factor depends on the magnetic storage
capability of the PM rotor. Two main phenomena are present
for a high-phase order machine that reduces the magnetic
storage capability of the magnets, resulting in a lower power
factor: 1) a high armature reaction that demagnetizes more the
PMs; 2) the reduction in the PMs volume by increasing the
number of poles for the same machine’s diameter.

B. Time and space Harmonics
The time harmonics are calculated at full-load for every

winding layout, as is depicted in Fig. 8. It can be seen that
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a 12-phase machine improves the performance by reducing
the third-order harmonic compared to the 3-phase machine.
However, the third-order harmonic marginally increase for
the 24-phase and 13-phase machines, and the fundamental
harmonics slightly decrease.

The space harmonics are calculated from the airgap radial
magnetic flux density as is shown in Fig. 9. For spatial
harmonics, the fundamental harmonic can be called working
harmonic or main harmonic. Its harmonic order will depend on
the slot-pole combination of the FSCW. The working harmonic
is equal to the base pole-pairs of each winding layout. Because
the 3-phase and 12-phase machines share the same geometry,
they will have the same base pole-pairs p′r = 5, which can be
directly counted in Fig. 2. For the 24-phase topology, p′r = 11,
and for the 13-phase machine, p′r = 6. The symmetric multi-
phase winding layouts eliminate the space sub-harmonics

TABLE X
OBTAINED SPATIAL HARMONICS

Topology Sub-harmonic
value

Working Harmonic
Order Value

3-phase 0.11 5 1
12-phase 0 5 1.02
24-phase 0 11 1
13-phase 0 6 0.98

without any heuristic algorithm or two or more different star-
systems combinations for asymmetric or split-phase windings
such as those presented in [47], [48]. The elimination of
the space sub-harmonics, which rotates asynchronously with
respect to the rotor, cancels the iron losses produced by large
eddy currents, which explains why the 12-phase machine gives
better performance than the 3-phase machine, even sharing the
same geometry. Furthermore, the space working harmonic for
the 13-phase winding layout is lower than the others, as shown
in Table X. However, the machine’s higher winding factor (as
shown in Table V) and higher electrical frequency give a better
output power. Nonetheless, a high space super-harmonic close
to the working space harmonic could be further reduced with
proper optimization for winding designs.

C. Iron Core Losses

The iron losses calculated with the CAL2 method are
presented in Table XI. Furthermore, a relative percentage
comparison is made between the models in Fig. 10, in which
the 3-phase machine is taken as a reference, where the other
topologies losses are re-computed relatively to the 3-phase
machine to make a proper comparison. First, the iron losses are
computed as a percentage of the total machine electrical power.
This graph shows that the ripple reduction of high-phase order
machines contributes to reducing iron losses. The advantages
are clear to assess for the 12-phase machine, which has the
same geometry as the 3-phase machine, shows a reduction
of 14.35% in the relative iron losses. The 24-phase machine
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TABLE XI
IRON LOSSES COMPARISON.

Model Hysteresis losses Dynamic losses Total iron losses
3ph machine 36.41 kW 0.75 kW 37.15 kW

12ph machine 32.50 kW 0.57 kW 33.07 kW
24ph machine 35.70 kW 0.74 kW 36.43 kW
13ph machine 36.15 kW 0.85 kW 37.00 kW

Phases
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losses
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Fig. 10. Iron losses comparison relative to three phase topology.

reduces the percentage of iron losses compared to the 3-
phase machine. However, due to iron saturation and frequency
operation regime, the 24-phase is not improved further than
the 12-phase case. The same happens to the 13-phase machine.
Nonetheless, it is essential to remark that for the 13-phase
machine, the power is increased by 14.66%, and the relative
total iron losses are decreased 13.14% compared to the 3-phase
machine.

TABLE XII
AC SUPERCONDUCTING LOSSES WITH OR WITHOUT LASER-SCRIBING

TECHNIQUE

Model/Fabrication Non-scribed Scribed - 10 filaments
3ph machine 83.05 kW 8.30 kW

12ph machine 83.64 kW 8.36 kW
24ph machine 72.04 kW 7.20 kW
13ph machine 59.73 kW 5.97 kW
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Fig. 11. Instantaneous AC losses for all the phases in a 3-phase machine. One
coil side for each phase is shown to identify the different behaviour of the
AC losses depending on the amount of magnetic flux density lines crossing
the coil.

D. AC Superconducting Losses

The AC losses can be reduced per every filament scribed by
laser-scribing fabrication techniques. E.g. the wire is scribed
with ten filaments. Hence, the AC losses are reduced to a
tenth of the non-scribed version. In Table XII, the AC losses
are presented for all the models with the assumption of the
laser scribing technique to reduce further the AC losses.

A good multiphase winding layout enhances the perfor-
mance by reducing the iron losses and overall rippling be-
haviour. However, the smoothness of the magnetic flux den-
sities in the airgap provided by high-phase order machines
does not reduce the hysteresis AC superconducting losses
because it depends mainly on the magnetic flux lines’ tilt
angle. Moreover, it is known that the stronger the armature
reaction, the more tilted is the magnetic flux lines’ angle, i.e.,
Maxwell Stress Tensor Analysis. Thus, the magnetic flux lines
are assessed by computing the instantaneous AC losses for the
3-phase machine for one coil side of each phase to depict the
AC losses depending on the coil’s location inside the slot. For
example, Fig. 11 shows that the right-side coils have more
AC losses due to there being more magnetic flux lines, hence,
higher magnetic flux density in that region of the slot, as is
shown in Fig. 12.

Further, a manual parametric sweep of the coil’s angular
position is performed in steps of 5 ◦ to find a local minimum
of AC losses for the 12-phase machine, as is shown in Tables
XIII and XIV. With a coil’s angular position of −35° for
the right-side coil and −20° for the left-side coil, the AC
losses are reduced up to 4.5815 kW for ten filaments scribed.
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Fig. 12. Coils’ angle optimization, where the left coils and right coil are at
−20 ◦ and −35 ◦ measured from the horizontal axis, respectively. The time
instant is handpicked at the end of the steady-state period T, which is one
electrical period after the end of the transient period (t0) of simulation.

TABLE XIII
AC LOSSES - COIL’S ANGLE DEPENDENCY

Coil angle AC losses Reduction
0 ◦ 68.22 kW 0.00%
−5 ◦ 63.34 kW -7.15%
−10 ◦ 59.36 kW -12.99%
−15 ◦ 55.27 kW -18.99%
−20 ◦ 51.78 kW -24.09%
−25 ◦ 49.61 kW -27.28%
−30 ◦ 47.62 kW -30.20%
−35 ◦ 46.44 kW -31.93%
−40 ◦ 46.83 kW -31.36%
−45 ◦ 47.40 kW -30.52%

TABLE XIV
LEFT COIL ANGLE VARIATION

Left coil angle Right coil angle AC losses Reduction
−30 ◦ −35 ◦ 46.14 kW -32.36%
−25 ◦ −35 ◦ 46.00 kW -32.57%
−20 ◦ −35 ◦ 45.81 kW -32.84%
−15 ◦ −35 ◦ 46.00 kW -32.58%

The angle is measured with respect to the horizontal axis,
and the centre of the coils is the slot’s centre, as shown
in Fig. 12. Furthermore, it is seen that the flux lines enter
more perpendicular to the coil’s side. In Fig. 13 it can be
seen that with a reduction in the AC losses, the fluctuating
behaviour calculated with Arkkio’s method increases, meaning
the Meisner effect increases as well. Thus, perpendicular flux
lines to the coil’s side can decrease further the AC losses.
However, this also creates more repulsion of the magnetic
flux densities, i.e., Meisner effect, creating a stronger magnetic
flux density fluctuation in the airgap, harming the machine’s
mechanical integrity.

Therefore, depending on the machine’s loading, the mag-
netic angle is further tilted, changing the superconducting AC
losses of the coils. Thus, a design philosophy for one angular
position of the armature superconducting coils at full load or
no-load is not a good design since the superconducting AC
losses are very sensitive to the magnetic flux density angle
inside the slot. One solution could be a new design of the
slots. However, this complicates the design of the cryocooler.
Hence, a 3D design of the superconducting armature coils can
solve the angle sensitivity by arranging twisted or non-planar
coils inside the racetrack.

E. Efficiency and Torque Density

The overall efficiency is calculated as follows.

η =
Pout

Pout + Ploss,AC + Pcryo + PFe
× 100% (18)

Here, Pout, Ploss,AC , Pcryo and PFe are output power, AC
losses in armature windings, cryocooler power, and iron loss
respectively. Moreover, the cryocooler power is calculated by:

Pcryo =
1

ηcryo
· Tamb − Tcryo

Tcryo
· Ploss,AC (19)

Where Tamb, Tcryo and ηcryo are the ambient temperature,
cryocooler temperature and cryocooler efficiency, respectively.
The ambient temperature is set to Tamb = 300 K, the cry-
ocooler temperature to Tcryo = 65 K, and the cryocooler
efficiency is handpicked to be ηcryo = 22%, being inside the
physical range according to [38], [49], [50].

TABLE XV
CALCULATED EFFICIENCY

Topology Efficiency (η)
3ph machine 98.82%

12ph machine 98.88%
24ph machine 99.03%
13ph machine 99.20%

It is shown in Table XV that the 13-phase machine has
higher efficiency than the other topologies. Furthermore, in
Table XVI, the highest torque-to-weight (TTW) is for the 13-
phase machine. In comparison to the work done by Sung
et al., [51] showcases an HTS field winding for a wind
power generator that has a TTW of 137.38 Nm/kg for the
active weight. For the present paper, the TTW for the 3-
phase machine is 137.83 Nm/kg (i.e., only active mass), which
verifies the design’s effectiveness. In the end, the 13-phase
machine with TTW of 184.9122 Nm/kg increases by 34%
the torque density, which means that it has the highest torque
density.

V. DISCUSSION

There are some reservations regarding the results presented
in this paper. In reality, the design philosophy of a slotted AC-
superconducting PM generator must consider the electric and
magnetic loading to limit the demagnetization, e.g., it could
cause a reduction in the remanent flux density of the magnets
that could worsen the power factor. Therefore, the machine’s
compactness could be compromised due to a too high current
loading, creating a significant armature reaction that reduces
the magnetic loading. In the opposite direction, reducing the
electric loading while keeping the nominal power increases the
size of the machine. A reference model was utilized to resize
the machines presented in this research paper, employing the
design philosophy of making the airgap magnetic loading kept
at 1 T.

Alternatively, the design philosophy for a fully-
superconducting machine follows a different path. Since
the SC properties dominate the electric and magnetic
loading, these can be increased far more than a slotted
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Fig. 13. Power comparison of the 12-phase and optimized version. It is depicted with Arkkio’s method calculation that the Meisner effect increases when
the AC losses are reduced, i.e. more magnetic field repulsion.

TABLE XVI
TORQUE-TO-WEIGHT (TTW ) COMPARISON FOR THE FOUR HANDPICKED MULTIPHASE TOPOLOGIES

Parameter 3ph 12ph 24ph 13ph
Wiron 124.10 ton 124.10 ton 113.89 ton 103.85 ton
WSC

1 284.20 kg 284.20 kg 284.20 kg 307.88 kg
Wmag

2 14.79 ton 14.79 ton 14.79 ton 14.79 ton
Wtotal

3 139.18 ton 139.18 ton 114.19 ton 118.95 ton

TTWactive
4 137.83Nm/kg 143.27Nm/kg 183.45Nm/kg 184.91Nm/kg

TTWTotal
5 75.81Nm/kg 78.80Nm/kg 100.90Nm/kg 101.70Nm/kg

1 The weight density of the REBCO superconducting tape is 8.19 g/cm3 according to [37].
2 The neodymium magnet density is set to 7.40 g/cm3.
3 Active weight of the machine.
4 The Torque-To-Weigth is calculated with FEA values from table VII and (13).
5 TTW calculated by assuming a non-active mass of 55% of the total machine’s weight.

AC-superconducting PM generator. On the one hand, a fully-
superconducting machine can be super-compact. On the other
hand, the cooling systems become far more complex, and the
iron flux paths tend to be highly saturated. Hence, ironless
topologies are a common option for fully-superconducting
machines. However, it demands more SC materials to create
higher electric and magnetic loading. Thus, shielding is
needed to reduce the influence of the high magnetic field.
In the end, the technology readiness of the machine is
unmatured, and the prices are high.

For this reason, selecting a slotted AC-superconducting PM
generator reduces the cooling system complexity since the SC
coils are in the stator, and the iron flux paths are less saturated.
Additionally, a slotted topology reduces the influence of the
magnetic field over the SC coils, and the technology readiness
of PMs is mature.

Therefore, when comparing the AC losses between the
present models and the reference model in [38], i.e., 31.7 kW;
lower AC losses are computed since the magnetic loading
decreases, and the iron flux paths reduce the magnetic field
interaction with the SC coils. Then, the topologies must be
similar to have a proper comparison, e.g., slotted AC super-
conducting PM machines. Hence, to validate the AC losses, a
comparison is made with reference [52], which reports a 10-
MW AC superconducting PM wind power turbine with AC
losses equal to 5.57 kW, around 67% less than the present

model. Nevertheless, the output power is approximately 67%
less than the present models. Moreover, the compactness
ratio regarding the machine’s length is 63%. Hence, there is
consistency in the AC losses value because both machines
have the same design philosophy and topology, i.e., slotted
AC superconducting PM generator.

Additionally, it is stated in [26] that a constant current
density and an n-factor lead to overestimating the AC loss at
B-fields above the full penetration. Nonetheless, the AC losses
results give lower values than the reference model. Moreover,
in references [32], [53] conclude that for frequencies below
10 Hz, the impact of the non-superconducting layers is not
relevant to the model.

Moreover, the rationale behind the load factor equal to ∼
65% relies on the following key assumptions.

1) A bulk SC engineering approach is used to scale up the
geometry of the SC by applying the engineering current
density (Je).

2) The bulk geometry is set to be rectangular. The number
of SC strands should be an even number assuming all
strands have the same size.

3) The given even number of SC strands causes big jumps
between feasible geometries, and normalized current
values.

4) The dimensions of the strands are based on a reference
model (i.e., a commercially obtainable strand), meaning
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that the strand’s specification limits the overall size of
SC coils.

Furthermore, it is possible to change the number of parallel
SC strands from 8 to 6 and obtain a normalized current of
∼ 85%. However, this value is considered to have a too-
small safety margin. Therefore, further work should focus on
optimizing the number of parallel strands, as already done in
aerospace applications [54]. Moreover, a reconsideration of
the stacking of SC layers should be done to reduce further the
AC losses according to [55]. Additionally, since the reference
machine is taken from [29], [30], the terminal voltage is fixed
to a specific value, giving the total current and the number of
turns per phase. Future work may reconsider the voltage value
and number of turns per phase to optimize the superconducting
material.

Finally, a short-circuit analysis should be performed, since
the short-circuit current may be approximated as Isc ≈
4500A
0.66 = 6818.18 A (based on a phase reactance value

of 0.66 pu), which gives a normalized phase current (rms)
around; Isc ≈ 6818.18A

7015.04A = 0.9719 pu. Hence, the actual safety
margin may comply with a sudden three-phase short circuit.
Moreover, according to Liu et al. in [30], it is very likely a
quench of superconductivity due to a three-phase short circuit
for MgB2.

A better E-J power-law formulation with B-field dependency
will improve the AC losses accuracy. Moreover, as is shown
in Fig. 14, the outer areas of the coils have a higher current
density distribution, and in Appendix B, Fig. 18 shows that in
the inner coil turns, the maximal applied perpendicular mag-
netic field is reduced. The majority of the SC material operates
under far lower magnetic flux densities as the mean values
are around 0.45 T. Moreover, if one considers iron sheaths
or shielding to the external coil’s turns could further improve
the performance, reducing the peak magnetic fields. It can be
seen that after one cycle, the maximal applied perpendicular
magnetic field is decreased. Thus, a further investigation only
for steady-state is needed. However, following the paper’s
scope, it is shown that the AC losses can be reduced by
a proper angular position of the SC coils inside the slots.
Furthermore, a critical phenomenon that affects the machine’s
integrity is observed when the torque ripple is reduced, the
Meisner effect of the rotating magnetic field over the SC coils.

Finally, the multi-phase winding design could improve the
harmonics if a four-layer or multi-layer FSCW is considered
to perform a short-pitched winding design. For example, in
[56]–[58], a multi-layer design shows a further reduction
in the overall rotor losses, unbalanced magnetic pull, and
torque ripple. On the other hand, for the present calculation,
the current is purely sinusoidal; thence, a harmonic injection
control system may reduce the losses and improve the overall
performance of the machines [12], [13], [15], [25], [59]–[64].
Moreover, the number of phases can be considered according
to the number of parallel- and series-connected converters [65].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The present work analyses slotted AC superconducting
machines (SCMs) with multiphase topologies and PM rotors.

Fig. 14. Current density distribution in the SC coil for the 12-phase machine
for a given time instant and normalized by the engineering critical current
density. The time instant is handpicked at 0.8375 · T of the steady-state
period T, which is one electrical period after the end of the transient period
(t0) of simulation.

It found that using unique phasors or an odd number of phases
is an effective winding layout design since only the unique
phasors reduce rippling behavior. Moreover, it is proved that
the iron losses are further reduced because of the smoother
behavior of the magnetic flux densities inside the iron yokes.

The use of symmetric multi-phase FSCWs can further
improve the cogging torque without creating space sub-
harmonics due to the slot-pole combination giving a higher
LCM number. Furthermore, the third symmetry condition
is proposed to achieve an optimal design of a multi-phase
symmetric-winding SCM. Among the topologies compared,
the 13-phase machine stands out by being able to improve
the torque density by 34% with respect to the conventional
3-phase machine. The 13-phase topology also has an upper
efficiency limit of 99.20%.

The present paper also reveals that the AC hysteresis su-
perconducting losses in a low-frequency machine are strongly
affected by the penetration of the magnetic flux lines into the
superconductive material, which depends on the tilting angle
of the flux lines. Thence, the AC losses can be further reduced
by changing the tilting angle of the flux lines by increasing
the armature reaction or changing the coil’s angular position.
However, decreasing the AC losses means that Meisner’s
effect is increased because there is less penetration of the
magnetic flux lines. Therefore, having a strong Meisner’s
effect in the SCM weakens the machine’s mechanical integrity
by increasing the pulsating radial forces in the airgap. Thus,
twisted or non-planar superconducting armature coils must be
designed in 3D with a better superconducting formulation,
e.g., the T-A formulation. Moreover, the SC model should
have all the wire layers incorporated to optimize the AC
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losses and reduce the magnetic field’s repulsion, i.e., the so-
called Meisner effect. In addition, incorporating iron sheaths,
shielding, or other teeth design could improve further the
superconductor performance, especially avoiding quenching in
the outer areas of the coil due to high magnetic fields.

The findings in this paper advise construction of an AC
SCM to measure the fluctuating magnetic behavior due to the
Meisner effect and validate the results. In addition, a different
PM rotor design could be achieved to improve the magnetic
storage capability to enhance the power factor and deal with
demagnetization properly. Also, investigate its impact on the
increase in the needed PM volume, and on the other hand,
explore alternative PM Halbach array-based rotors. Moreover,
the design of a power electronic control unit and an algorithm
for high-phase order multi-phase symmetric-winding is also
part of future work.

APPENDIX A
IRON MATERIAL

The M235-A35 iron material is used in the yoke of the
stator and rotor to calculate the iron losses. The B-H curve
used in COMSOL is presented in Fig. 15, where the linear
extrapolation represents the saturated region where the iron
starts working as air. The fitting MATLAB App generates the
hysteresis and dynamic losses parameters to calculate the iron
losses.
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Fig. 15. Curve-fit of the B-H curve of M235-A35 lamination at room
temperature.

APPENDIX B
MAXIMAL AND AVERAGE APPLIED PERPENDICULAR

MAGNETIC FIELD

The total coverage area of the maximal applied perpendic-
ular magnetic flux density in a range from 1.5 T to 2.13 T is
depicted in fig. 16. The area coverage is a small fraction in
some SC coils, while for others, the area coverage is below
this range of magnetic flux. The primary area coverage in
the bottom center is around 1.5 T to 1.7 T. Moreover, in Fig.
16, subfigures (b) and (c), zoom-in pictures are presented.
The latter depicts the size of the mesh grid, which gives an
insight into the small square on the bottom right of the SC
coil. This square represents a calculation area for a boundary
condition between the high magnetic field in the air and
the SC coil repelling it. In Fig. 12, it is shown that the
bottom corners of SC coils have the highest magnetic fields.
Therefore, this behavior suggests that a more detailed-level
superconductivity formulation must be addressed in future

work to avoid potential miss-calculations of the magnetic flux
density in certain high-field regions inside the SC coils.

The parallel magnetic fields to the c-axis for each machine
are depicted in Fig. 17, where all the coils are integrated to
obtain the different values. Moreover, all the machines are
simulated for two periods 2·T . Therefore, the 24-phase and 13-
phase machines have different periods, T = 1

f . The operation
point is obtained by calculating the mean value of the maximal
applied perpendicular magnetic field for all the topologies. It
is worth noting that the average perpendicular flux density
in the SC material is more than four times low than the peak
values in smaller outer regions. A significant portion of the SC
material operates at working points even lower than 0.45 T.

Furthermore, the maximal applied field in the c-axis is
computed for the inner turns (i.e., neglecting the edges) of
the superconducting coils for all the topologies in Fig. 18.
The average maximum magnetic flux density within respect
to time in this region is 1.77 T, calculated over the second
cycle.
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